What Animals Need To Survive

Grades PS-K

Enduring Understanding

Time Required

All living things go through life processes that involve growing, living, and
dying.

3 daily lessons: one in-class lesson before
the trip, the field trip to the Kenilworth
Aquatic Gardens, and one in-class lesson
after the trip

Essential Questions
What do living things need to survive? How do living things get what they
need to survive? How are animals needs similar/different to humans needs?

Objectives
1. Concept Objective: Understand what an animal’s basic needs are.
2. Lesson Content: Animals, like plants, need food, water, and space to live
and grow.

Materials
1. Books about animals in their
environments, for example:
I Took A Walk by Henry Cole
In the Small, Small Pond by Denise
Flemming
Animals at Home by David Lock
Whose House is This? by Elizabeth Gregoire
2. Animal picture cards (provided)

3. Skill Objective(s): a. Tell what animals need to survive.
b. Identify that water is important to all living things on
Earth.
c. Use observations to identify needs of living things.

3. Worksheet (provided) or blank paper
for students to create a picture/model of
“What Animals Need”
4. Color pencils, crayons

Key Vocabulary
An animal is any living organism that breathes and moves around.
To survive is to live or remain living.
Shelter is something that provides cover or protection.

Background Information






Living is used to describe anything that is or has ever been alive (e.g.,
dog, flower, seed, log).
Nonliving is used to describe anything that is not now nor has ever
been alive (e.g., rock, mountain, glass, cellphone, wristwatch).
All living things grow, breathe, reproduce, excrete, respond to stimuli,
and have similar basic needs like nourishment.
Animals need adequate food, water, shelter, air, and space to survive.
Some animals are terrestrial animals, some animals are aquatic
animals, and some are both. Terrestrial animals get their oxygen from
the air they breathe and aquatic animals extract oxygen from water.
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Background Con’t




Kenilworth Aquatic Gardens is home to many species amphibians, reptiles, birds, insects, and small
mammals. On a field trip to the park, the animals most commonly seen by students include turtles,
frogs, butterflies, dragonflies, and large birds, such as ducks, geese, great blue heron and white egret.
Small mammals such as muskrat, beaver and deer may also be seen. And remember to look for signs
of animals, too, such as tracks, scat, or dams!
For more information on animals and plants found at Kenilworth Aquatic Gardens visit
http://www.nps.gov/keaq/naturescience/index.htm.

Procedures/Activities
Prior to the field trip to the Kenilworth Aquatic Gardens:
1. Ask students to discuss what they need to live/survive. Accept all answers but discuss the difference between
what we would like to have in our daily life (TV shows, iPods, etc) and what we actually need to live.
Generate a list of their answers on a poster to hang in the front of the class. Some answers may include water,
food, house, clothes, air, etc.
2. Read I Took A Walk to the students (or another book you may have access to that shows examples of
animals and their habitats).
3. Discuss with the students what the animals in the book needed to survive? They may give answers like food,
water, air, shelter, etc. Using the list generated in the first discussion, circle answers that are the same in a
different color marker. If new answers come up, add them to the list in a different color. Discuss what things
are the same and different about what humans need and what other animals need to survive, coming to the
conclusion that what we need is very similar.
4. Use the attached animal picture cards (or make your own) to lead a discussion about the types of animals
you may come across on your trip to the Kenilworth Aquatic Gardens and why they choose to live there. Not
all the animals in the picture cards will be found at the park! Reinforce the idea that all animals have needs
(such as food) but that they may meet those needs in different ways (by eating plants, and/or animals).
5. After the discussion, pass out blank paper or the “What Animals Need” worksheet. Review the concept
that what animals need and what we need are the same! Suggest to the students that in order to help remember
what animals need, they are going to draw pictures (create a model) and write (label) what animals need to
live. Use the worksheet or help students write a sentence at the top of the page. It should read: “Animals need
food, water, air, and shelter to live.” Students should also draw pictures of 2 - 3 animals that were mentioned
in the class reading or discussion eating, drinking water, making a home, etc. Students should label their
picture as well.
During the field trip at Kenilworth Aquatic Gardens:
1. Visit the Aquatic Gardens for a tour of the ponds, wetlands via the boardwalk and/or forest by the River
Trail. As students go on their tour, identify animals that students see or that could possibly live in each of the
habitats. During the tour, you may want to have the Animal Cards with you from your in class lesson. You
could discuss which types of animals you would expect to see, and which would not be able to live in the
gardens.
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2. If possible, record these observations visually (using a digital camera to capture photos of animals seen) or
by simply keeping a teacher log of the names of the animals seen (to be used for the post lesson after returning
to the classroom).
3. Using what the students learned in the classroom, review what animals need to survive and using
observation skills, look to identify what parts of the habitat might provide for the animals needs (for example,
the ponds provide water for birds, etc). Specifically discuss how the animals get water, food, or shelter in the
different habitats seen on the tour.
4. Refer back to the discussion and models made in class to compare examples of animals discussed in class
(and what they need to survive) with any new examples seen in the animal life found in the pond, wetlands,
and/or forest (and what they need to survive).
After the trip to the Kenilworth Aquatic Gardens:
1. Have students create a second model of living things and what they need. This time, ask students to
specifically include animals that were observed while on the trip to the Aquatic Gardens. This could be done
as a class poster (generate one large picture for many examples of animals) or again, each student could create
their own picture. Again, ask the students to label their pictures.
2. Lead a discussion to compare the two models they created (prior to and after their trip), reinforcing the idea
that living things have the same basic needs that have to be met in order to survive.

Assessment
Students turn in “What Animals Need” models. Students should have all at least two models of animals and at
least three labels identifying how their needs are met.
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Animal Picture Cards
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Animal Picture Cards
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Animals need ___________,
___________, __________ and
________________ to live.
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Links to Next Generation Science Standards
For more info: http://nstahosted.org/pdfs/ngss/20130509/dci-grouped/Kindergarten.pdf
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